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We characterize the K-functionals
for certain pairs of univariate
spaces including (C, W:), (L,, B;(L,)),
0 < 9, p < cc and (&,,, B’@,)),
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0 < p, CICC00, and /z := (a + l/p)-‘.

function

where

1. INTRODUCTION

The K-functional was introduced by J. Peetre as a means of generating
interpolation spaces. If X0, X, is a pair of quasi-normed spaces which are
continuously embedded in a Hausdorff space X, then their K-functional,
defined for all f~ X0 + X, , is

In some cases, the K-functional is defined by using a semi-norm for X,; we
always make clear when this K-functional is intended.
If T is a linear operator which is bounded on X0 and X,, then it is easy
to see that
K(Tf; t, x*, X,)dMK(f,

t, x0, Xl)

(1.2)

with M depending only on the norms of T on X0 and X,. The space
tx nQ3 0 < 8 -C 1, 0 < q ~2co, is the collection of functions f E X0 + X1
such that

O-

oa [t-@K(f,

I.fl (X0.Xl)O,q
:=

t)],”

t

1’q,

o<q<oo,

>

sup t-OFc(A t),
rZ-0

(1.3)
q= co.
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It follows from (1.2) that (X,, ,I’,),,, is an interpolation space for the
pair (X0, X,): i.e., every linear operator which is bounded on XC)and X, is
bounded on (A’,,, Xl I,,.,. This method of generating interpolation spaces is
called the real method of interpolation.
One of the main problems in interpolation
theory is to describe the
spaces (X,,, X,),,, for pairs of classical spaces. While this can sometimes be
managed without an explict characterization of the K-functional for the
pair, the K-functional provides finer information about interpolation and
perhaps more importantly often points to classical quantities which are at
the heart of understanding this pair of spaces. For example, the K-functionals for pairs of L, spaces can be described in terms of rcarrangemcnts
(see Cl]), those for Sobolev spaces in terms of rearrangcmcnts of
derivatives [7], and so on.
As another example of the characterization of K-functionals which is
closely related to the subject of this paper: we consider interpolation for the
pair L,(i), W;(Z), where I= [0, 11 and W6 is the Sobolev space consisting
of all functions ,f~ L,,(I) which have (1.--- I ) absolutely continuous
derivatives and rth derivativesj ‘(r) E L (I). The Sobolev space has the seminorm Ifi w;(l, := Il.f’(‘)llL,~,,and norm ‘if.1 w;cII:= ILJ’ilLrcll+ VI W’(I).III this
case, using the semi-norm in the definition of ( 1.1) WC have for ‘i 6 p 6 ,.Y.:
i’= 1, 2,
K(.J; f’, L,,, w;, - u,(J

,/’I..0 1

‘I,,.

where ~1~is the rth order modulus of smoothness ofJ‘E L,,:
(1.5)
Here A;, is the rth order difference with step ir and I,,, = {x : x, x + rh E I).
It follows from the characterization (1.4) that
(1.6)

(L,> w;h.q = qv,J
with B;(L,,) the Besov spaces which are dcfincd for 0 <r <r
0 < p, q < x as the set of all functions fe L,(I) for which

*iy1t “w,(“cI)J;

I./I fql,,,(/)J:=

(’

sup i-“cl),(J;

i , 2.0

is finite. WC define the following

I.</
>

.

“norm”

o<q<xc:
(1.71
q= x

‘)P,
for H;(L,(I)):

I ./:I R;(/.,T(/)l:= !I.fll L,,(I)+ Ifi q/,i/),.

and
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Once the K-functional K(f; 1) for a pair (X0, A’,) is known, WC can
calculate the K-functional for the pair (Y,, Y,) for Y, := Xl,.Y,, i=O, 1,
from Holmstedt’s formula (see [I, p. 3073)

where i. :=x, - x0.
For example, if 1 < p < X, then (1.4): (1.6): and (1.8) give the K-functional for (L,, B;(L,,)) and show that (L,>, Bi(L,,)),,, = BF(L,,) provided
1~ p d x. The same characterizations hold for p < 1 but must be proved
by different techniques (see Section 3) since the Sobolev spaces arc not
defined for p < 1.
where 7:# p, is more difficult.
Interpolation
for the pairs (L,,, B;(Q),
Little is known about the precise form of the interpolation spaces except
for the spatial case 9 = (x + l/p) -I. We denote the resulting space by
&/I, I I)’ Then, DeVorc and Popov [S] have shown that for 0 < p < x,
(L,, R&+

1))8.p:~polI I)= B;y(pflx+ I)’

(1.9)

The same result for Besov spaces defined by Fourier transforms (they
correspond to smoothness in HP) was proved earlier by Peetre [8]. There
have been many important applications of (1.9) to various areas of analysis
especially nonlinear approximation (see, for example, [ 51).
The purpose of the present paper is to shed some light on the nature of
the interpolation
for Sobolev and Besov spaces by characterizing the
K-functional for certain pairs of these spaces. In Section 2, we characterize
the K-functional for (C, W t) by using a modified variation of J This
K-functional has important application in approximation
by free knot
splines. In Section 3, we characterize the K-functional
for the pair
(L,, B;(L,)) when 0 < p d 1. The characterization is the same as that for
pb 1.
Our main results, in Section 5, characterize the K-functional for the pair
[3] and Bergh
(JL
B;:(px+
1) ). For this, we return to the work of Brudnyi
and Peetre [2] of the 1970s on nonlinear approximation. They characterized the approximation spaces for L, approximation by splints with free
knots as interpolation spaces for the pair (L,,, If,,,). Here, v,,,, 0 <(T < p,
is the collection of functionsfE L, for which the “variation”
(1.10)
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is finite. Here r - 1 is the greatest integer in l/a - l/p and the sup is taken
over all partitions I= U Ii.
The results of Brudnyi and Bergh and Peetre were in some sense supplanted by the work of Petrushev [9] and eVore and Popov [S], who
ation spacesin terms of t
gave similar characterizations for the appro
more familiar Besov spaces.However, as we shah seein the present paper,
the K,. spacesand the concept of CTvariation are useful for characterizing
K-functionals. For example, in Section 4 we characterize K(f, t, Lp, vq,,),
0 < p 6 00, in terms of local variation and this in turn gives a characterization of the K-functional K(f, t, L,, B”). We should mention t
p = co, the K-functional for (C, Vv,co) was already computed by
Peetre [2].

2. THE K-FUNCTIONAL

FOR THE PAIR (C, Wi ).

Let f E C(I). For t > 0, we denote by rc, partitions of I with n 6 [l/t] + 1
pieces, that is, I= U;= I Ii, where Ii are disjoint subintervals. We define

where the sup is taken over all partitions n,. Here o(f, ., I) denotes the
modulus of continuity off on the interval I. Hence Q is a measure of the
variation of $
THEOREM

2.1. LetfE C(1). Then, for t > 0, tve have
QC.6t) - K(f, t, C, W:1 :=,$

Ilf-

cd m + t llg’ll1

(2.1)

with absolute constants of equivalency.
ProoJ: From the definition of Q(f, t), it is easy to see that sZ(A I) d
4 IIflI m because nt d 2. Since D is subadditive (in f), for any g E W:, we
have

=4 Ilf-sl,+~jll~‘l.
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Taking the inf over all g E W: on the right side of the above inequality, we
obtain

To reverse this inequality, we fix t >O and find a balanced partition
71,:Z= lJ;=, Zj, n := [l/t] + 1, such that

m(f, lzil, zi)=O(.L Izjl, lj),

i,j=l,2

, ‘.., Iz.

Q-2)

To show that such a partition exists, we proceed by induction. We can
assume that f is not a constant. There is a balanced partition for n = 1.
Now suppose that for each 0 < y< 1 we have a balanced partition of
Z, := [0, y] with IZ- 1 pieces and let b,_,(y)
be the common value
in (2.2) for this partition. Then b,(y) is continuous in y and b,_ l(O) = 0
and b, ~ r( 1) > 0. Therefore, we can choose y such that b, _ 1(y) =
o(J; l-y, [y, 11). If O=x,<x,<
... -~x,_~<x,-i=y
is the balanced
partition of Z,, then 0 = x0 < x1 < . . . < x, _ i < x, := 1 provides a balanced
partition of Z= [0, 1] with IZpieces.
Now let g be the continuous piecewise linear function which interpolates
f at its breakpoints xi, j = 0, 1, .... n. If x is any point in Zj= [x,~_1, x1],
j= 1, 2, .... ~1,then If(x)-f(~~-~)1
<w(f, IZ,l, Zj) for XEZ~. Hence,

If(x)-g(x)l

G If(x)-f(xj-I)l

+ f’~),~[~~-l’)
J

d 24f,

vj I, zj,,

J

Ix-xj-II

1

x E Zj, j = 1, .... n.

The function g E W: and since f E C and the partition z, is balanced, we
have

Ilf - gllm (I) G suP Ilf - gll coCzi)G 2 suP w(f, Izi13zi)
<2C’

i O(S, Izjl, Ii) G2Q(f, l).
i=l

Moreover, we have

lg’l = i lf(xi)-f(xi+I)l
f[~gr~=.gI;
i=l

6 i: O(.L lzil, Ii).
i=l

Hence, we obtain

Ilf - gll co(1) + t s, lg’l d 3O(f, t),
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which gives

The same proof also show that
Kl.L 4 C, BVn C) - Q(f, t),

t > 0,

62.3)

where this K-functional is defined using the semi-norm Var(f) for the space
BVn C. It is well known (see [lo, p. 2201) that the error on(f),
for
approximation
in C by piecewise constants with n pieces is related to
K(S, l/n, C, BVn C) by direct and inverse inequalities. From these, we
obtain

o,(S) = Q(fi “I-

w”fi l/n) = wn

“1,

0 < cc< 1, n = 1, 2, ...

We remark that similar statements can be made which characterize the
approximation spaces At(C) (see Section 5).
3. THE K-FUNCTIONAL

FOR (L,,B;(L,))

In this section, we prove the following

theorem.

THEOREM 3.1. Let 0 <p, q < co and 0 < a < min(r - 1 + I/p, r).
for .f E L,(I) and 0 < t < 1, we have

Thera,

with constants of equivalency depending only on a, p, q.
In the case 1 <p < co, this follows from (1.4), (1.6), and Homstedt’s
formula (1.8). We prove this theorem for the case 0 < p < I by using some
results from DeVore and Popov [6].
Let T, be the dyadic knot sequence:
T,:=(t,:l<j<2”),

tl := ty := j/2”, jc Z.

We let fl, := 17,,, denote the set of all piecewise polynomials of order P
with knots in T, and let -y(T,) be the space of those functions SE n,
which are in C’-*CO, 11. If N(x) := N(x; 0, 1, .... Y) is the B-spline of order
Y whose knots are 0, 1, .... r then each SE Y,( T,) has the representation

whcrc

N,,(x)

:= N(2”(x-

tj)).

The

coefficient

functionals

aj can be
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extended to all of L, (we continue to denote this extension by ai.) Then,
for any fE L,, we have the well-known quasi-interpolant operators Q,:

The operator Q, is a projector from L1 onto $( T,). In particular QJS) is
defined for all S E ZZ,.
Now let f~ L,(Z), 0 < p < co. We use the quasi-interpolant operators Q,
to generate smooth dyadic splines to approximatef and then to obtain the
upper estimates for K(f, P, L,, B;(L,)). We first define a piecewise polynomial S,(f)E17, as
xEzj:=

S,(f) := pyG+

[tj-1, tj),j=l,

.... 2”,

where P, is the best L, approximation to f from polynomials of degree <r
on [tj-,, tj+r]. Then we define
k(f)

:=

Qn(&(f,)>

n = 0, 1, ... .

We denote by

&z(f)p:= /&$)r n llf- Slip
the error of approximation by dyadic splines. Then, in [6], DeVore and
Popov have proved the following results.
THEOREM

A. For f E L,(Z), 0 < p < co, we have

Ilf- aml,

6 Cw(f; 2-n)pY

(3.2)

where C is independent off and n.
THEOREM B. Let CI> 0 and 0 < p, q d co. Zf a < min(r - 1 + l/p, I), then
for f E Bt(Lp) we have

l/q
>

(3.3)

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We fix 0 < t d 1. First we prove that the right
side Z(f) of (3.1) does not exceed a multiple of the left side K( f ). We have

< llf lip t” Jtrnspay-l ds)l’q< C Ilf lip.
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4.5

hdoreover, if g E B;( L,), we have
z(f)

G C(Kf-

g) +- Z(g)) d Wlf-

g/l, -I- 1” lg/B;cLp~).

ere and later we use the fact that /I. jjP is a quasinorm ( Ilf+gliP <
C lifll, + Ilgii,). Taking an inf over all g E B;(Lp) on the right-hand side of
the above inequality, we obtain
Z(f) 6 Cm-).
Now we prove the reverse inequality. Since w,(f, t)P is monotone, we
have
z(f) 3 %(A tjP t’

We let n be the integer such that 2 PnP’ < t < 2-“. For g = Q,(f), we have
from Theorem A and (3.4) that

0n the other hand, by Theorem B and A, we have

Here, the equality holds because g E q(T,) and therefore sk(g) = 0, k > n.
Also, the second inequality uses that sk(g) < C( IIf-- g/l, + sk(f),) 6
G(s,(f), + Sag). Now, from the above inequality and (3.5), we obtain

4. THE K-FUNCTIONAL FOR (L,, Vg,p)

We characterize the K-functional for the pair of spaces (L,, V,, p) an
then apply this to calculate K functionals for Besov spaces. We first
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introduce a new kind of modulus of smoothness for f E L,. Let 0 < [T< p,
/3 := l/o - l/p, and r := [B] + 1. We define
Q(f, t),,p := sup sup hP igl w(f, I~il>q”>
i
O<hGf n*

(4.1)

where the second sup is taken over all partitions rch:I= Ur= 1Ii with
n<[l/h]+l.
THEOREM4.1. Let 0 co < p < cc and /l := l/a - l/p. Then for f EL,(I)
and t > 0 we have

ProoJ: For f~ L,(I), by using Holder’s inequality, we have
Q(f, t),,, < sup sup hB ( f: Ilfll,” (I,))l’u
O<h<t

q

“Coyy;;h”

i=l

f: ,,ri:(r,))lanl/u-l/p
i=l

(4.2)

G c Ilfll, (0.
Hence, for any g E V,, p, we have
wi

tL,p G C(w--

g>t),,, + Qk, t),,,)

G C(llf- gllp+ tB lgl v&J.
We now take an inf over all g E V,,, on the right-hand side of the last
inequality and we obtain
Q(f, t),,, d CK(f; t’, L,, V,,,).

(4.3)

To prove a converse of this inequality, for t > 0 we let n := [l/t] + 1. As
in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can find a balanced partition rc, such that

cor(f, Iri13li)pzmr(f, 141,zjIp,

i, j = 1, .... n.

We define

g(x) := p, (x)2

for

XEI~,

where P, are best L, approximations to f on Z, from polynomials of degree
cr. Whitney’s theorem (see, e.g., [lo, p. 1951) gives that j/f- P,I/,<
Co,(f, IIil, li)P. Since the partition 7t, is balanced, we have
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Now the function g is a piecewise polynomial of degree < r with II pieces.
Hence, for any partition acof Z, Z= Ui Z:, we shall have w,(g, IZi[, Zl!)p= 0
if the interval Zi contains no breakpoints of g. This means that the number
of these intervals Zil which make w,( g, IZ;1,Pi), # 0 is d n. Hence, in the
definition of /g/ V, ., we can restrict ourselves to partitions with at most n
“i
.
intervals, i.e., partitions in 71,.Therefore, we have
l/n

Id vo,p= sup f: e&(g, I4l2 m;
m ( i=l
Now, by (4.2) and (4.4), we obtain

(43

Then, from (4.4) and (4.5), we obtain
(4.44

5. K-FUNCTIONALS

FOR (L,,

B;,Cpr+ I,)

To characterize the K-functional for these pairs, we use various results
which characterize the approximation spaces for free knot spline
approximation in terms of interpolation spaces.Let .S‘, denote the cIass of
all piecewise polynomials of degree < Y with at most n pieces. For J E L,(B),
we denote by a,op the error of L, approximation off by the elements of
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Z,. Let c(> 0 and 0 <q < co. The approximation space Az(L,) consists of
all f~ L,(1) such that

( it: In”n,o,lq~)LiV.
Ifl

0 < 4 < cc

n=l
A;(Lp)

:=

{

q=cc

sup n”%(f)p 7
n>l

is finite. Brudnyi [3] has stated (without proof) that for 0~ CC p< co,
O<qdcc
4yLp)

(5.1)

= (LjH K,pL,8,q

provided a -CD := l/a - l/p and Y> /I. For completeness, we now indicate
how to prove (5.1).
According to general results on approximation spaces (see, for example,
[S]), it is sufficient to prove the following Jackson and Bernstein
inequalities for the pair (L,, I’,,,):
(i)
(ii)

G Cn-” Ifl vo,p~ f E vo,p,
SE.XC,.
ISI vv,pG cd IISllp

am,

Now, (i) follows from the proof of Theorem 4.1. Indeed, in that theorem,
we have obtained a free knot spline g EE, which satisfies (4.4):

Ilf- gllp d CQ(f, tLp,

n = [l/t]

+ 1.

Since by the definition of Q, we have Q(f, t)O,P< n-P IfI VO,p,(i) follows.
Regarding (ii), an argument similar to the derivation of (4.5) gives
l/a

ISI vc,p= sup i W(X IZ,l, 41;
>
I, ( i= 1

d Csupn”
i
XI i i=

o,(S, IZil, zi,; 1/P
1

1

UP

d cn” suP i
XI ( i=l

Ilsllp”(zi)
1

G cd IINp,

which is (ii).
Recently, Petrushev [9] has shown that these approximation spacescan
also be characterized as interpolation spacesfor Besov spaces.Namely, he
shows that for O<p<m,
O<q<m,
and O<a</?,
4pP)

= VW ~~,(pL3+l)hq

(5.2)

holds. Hence, from (5.1) and (5.2), we have
(5.3)
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Moreover, DeVore and Popov [S] have shown t at if O<p<m,
O<a<j3, then
&I,

B;,(pa+

1hn

= &pa+

if

1)’

1” :=(x+

l/p)-?

Therefore, by (5.3), we know that Besov spaces BEICpE+
1j are the interpolation spaceswith respect to the pair of spaces (L,, vC,p),
B”P/h + 1)= w,,

~cr,pL!p,A~

olmstedt’s foswhere O<or <fl and 2 := (a + l/p)-‘.
Thus, using
mula (1.8) and Theorem 4.1, we obtain the following result for
Rfi t, &py Qpr+ 1)).
THEOREM 5.1. Let 0 < p < co, and CI> 0 satisfying
for f E L,(Z) and t > 0, we have

I/a - l/p > a, then,

where /1 := (m + l/p)-‘.

Also, from Theorem 4.1 and (5.1), we can obtain a characterization of
approximation spaces A%(Lp) for free knot approximation by splines of
order r > a:
THEOREM 5.2. Let 0~ p < co, 0-c qd 03, and a>O. If cr>O satisfies
l/a - l/p > a, then we have

Ai(
!

f :fEL,(Z)such

that jO= [sP”G!(f, s)r,P]q:<

m].

CORQLLARY 5.3. Let 0 < p < 00, and c(> 0. Zf rs> 0 satisfies l/othen ~,(f)~ = O(nem) if and only if.Q(f, t),,, = 0(P).

(5.5)
l/p > x,
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